
Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

21-Mar  5:31am GBP Rightmove HPI m/m
It's a leading indicator of the housing industry's health because rising

house prices attract investors and spur industry activity
0.00% 2.30%

21-Mar 12:30pm EUR German PPI m/m

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when manufacturers

charge more for goods the higher costs are usually passed on to the

consumer

1.80% 2.20%

21-Mar 1:00pm EUR ECB President Lagarde Speaks

As head of the ECB, which controls short term interest rates, she has

more influence over the euro's value than any other person. Traders

scrutinize her public engagements as they are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

21-Mar Tentative EUR German Buba Monthly Report

It contains relevant articles, speeches, statistical tables, and provides

detailed analysis of current and future economic conditions from the

bank's viewpoint

0.00% 0.00%

21-Mar 7:30pm USD Fed Chair Powell Speaks

As head of the central bank, which controls short term interest rates,

he has more influence over the nation's currency value than any other

person. Traders scrutinize his public engagements as they are often

used to drop subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

22-Mar 12:30pm GBP Public Sector Net Borrowing 0.00% 8.5B -3.7B

22-Mar 2:30pm EUR Current Account

It's directly linked to currency demand - a rising surplus indicates that

foreigners are buying more of the domestic currency to execute

transactions in the region

24.3B 22.6B
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Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

22-Mar 4:30pm GBP CBI Industrial Order Expectations

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their expectations can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment

16 20

22-Mar 6:45pm EUR ECB President Lagarde Speaks

As head of the ECB, which controls short term interest rates, she has

more influence over the euro's value than any other person. Traders

scrutinize her public engagements as they are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

22-Mar 7:30pm USD Richmond Manufacturing Index 0.00% 2 1

22-Mar 8:05pm USD FOMC Member Williams Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

22-Mar 8:45pm GBP MPC Member Cunliffe Speaks

BOE MPC members vote on where to set the nation's key interest rates

and their public engagements are often used to drop subtle clues

regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

23-Mar 12:30pm GBP CPI y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

6.00% 5.50%

23-Mar 12:30pm GBP Core CPI y/y
Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers,

excluding the volatile food, energy, alcohol, and tobacco items
5.00% 4.40%

23-Mar 12:30pm GBP PPI Input m/m

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when manufacturers pay

more for goods the higher costs are usually passed on to the

consumer

1.20% 0.90%



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

23-Mar 12:30pm GBP PPI Output m/m 0.00% 0.90% 1.20%

23-Mar 12:30pm GBP RPI y/y 0.00% 8.20% 7.80%

23-Mar 3:00pm GBP HPI y/y 0.00% 10.20% 10.80%

23-Mar 5:30pm GBP BOE Gov Bailey Speaks

As head of the central bank, which controls short term interest rates,

he has more influence over the nation's currency value than any other

person. Traders scrutinize his public engagements as they are often

used to drop subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

23-Mar 5:30pm USD Fed Chair Powell Speaks

As head of the central bank, which controls short term interest rates,

he has more influence over the nation's currency value than any other

person. Traders scrutinize his public engagements as they are often

used to drop subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

23-Mar Tentative GBP Annual Budget Release

Domestic government spending and borrowing levels can have a

significant impact on the economy - increased spending generates

work for contractors and creates jobs, while borrowing levels impact

the nations credit rating and provide insight into the nation's

underlying fiscal position

0.00% 0.00%

23-Mar 7:30pm USD New Home Sales

It's a leading indicator of economic health because the sale of a new

home triggers a wide-reaching ripple effect. For example, furniture

and appliances are purchased for the home, a mortgage is sold by the

financing bank, and brokers are paid to execute the transaction

815K 801K

23-Mar 8:00pm USD Crude Oil Inventories

It's the primary gauge of supply and demand imbalances in the

market, which can lead to changes in production levels and price

volatility

0.00% 4.3M



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

23-Mar 8:30pm EUR Consumer Confidence
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity
-13 -9

24-Mar 1:45pm EUR French Flash Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

55 55.5

24-Mar 1:45pm EUR French Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

55.1 57.2

24-Mar 2:00pm EUR German Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

55.9 58.4

24-Mar 2:00pm EUR German Flash Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

54.3 55.8

24-Mar 2:30pm EUR ECB Economic Bulletin

It reveals the statistical data that the ECB Governing Board evaluated

when making the latest interest rate decision, and provides detailed

analysis of current and future economic conditions from the bank's

viewpoint

0 0

24-Mar 2:30pm EUR Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

56 58.2

24-Mar 2:30pm EUR Flash Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

54.3 55.5



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

24-Mar 3:00pm GBP Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

57 58

24-Mar 3:00pm GBP Flash Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

58 60.5

24-Mar 4:30pm GBP CBI Realized Sales
It's a leading indicator of consumer spending because retailer and

wholesaler sales are directly influenced by consumer buying levels
11 14

24-Mar 6:00pm USD Durable Goods Orders m/m
It's a leading indicator of production - rising purchase orders signal

that manufacturers will increase activity as they work to fill the orders
-0.50% 1.60%

24-Mar 6:00pm USD Unemployment Claims

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions. Unemployment is also a major consideration for those

steering the country's monetary policy

210K 214K

24-Mar 6:00pm USD Current Account

It's directly linked to currency demand - a rising surplus indicates that

foreigners are buying more of the domestic currency to execute

transactions in the country

-218B -215B

24-Mar 6:40pm USD FOMC Member Waller Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

24-Mar 7:15pm USD Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

56.6 57.3

24-Mar 7:15pm USD Flash Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

56 56.5



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

24-Mar 8:00pm USD Natural Gas Storage
Inventories are used to maintain price stability during supply

shortages and periods of increasing demand
0.00% -79B

25-Mar 5:31am GBP GfK Consumer Confidence
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity
-30 -26

25-Mar 12:30pm GBP Retail Sales m/m
It's the primary gauge of consumer spending, which accounts for the

majority of overall economic activity
0.60% 1.90%

25-Mar 2:30pm EUR German ifo Business Climate

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment

94.2 98.9

25-Mar 2:30pm EUR M3 Money Supply y/y

It's positively correlated with interest rates - early in the economic

cycle an increasing supply of money leads to additional spending and

investment, and later in the cycle expanding money supply leads to

inflation

6.30% 6.40%

25-Mar 2:30pm EUR Private Loans y/y

Borrowing and spending are positively correlated - consumers and

businesses tend to seek credit when they are confident in their future

financial position and feel comfortable spending money

4.40% 4.30%

25-Mar 7:30pm EUR Belgian NBB Business Climate

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment

1.8 2.3

25-Mar 7:30pm USD Revised UoM Consumer Sentiment
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity
59.7 59.7

25-Mar 7:30pm USD FOMC Member Williams Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

25-Mar 7:30pm USD Pending Home Sales m/m

It's a leading indicator of economic health because the sale of a home

triggers a wide-reaching ripple effect. For example, renovations are

done by the new owners, a mortgage is sold by the financing bank,

and brokers are paid to execute the transaction

1.00% -5.70%

25-Mar 7:30pm USD Revised UoM Inflation Expectations 0.00% 0.00% 5.40%

25-Mar 9:30pm USD FOMC Member Waller Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0



The Bank of England raised interest rates for a third meeting running, as expected, but softened its language on the need for further increases from here. Eight out of nine

members of the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) voted to raise Bank Rate to 0.75% from 0.5%, following the U.S. Federal Reserve's decision on Wednesday to raise

borrowing costs for the first time since the COVID-19 pandemic. Deputy Governor Jon Cunliffe voted to keep rates on hold, warning of a big hit to demand from higher

commodity prices. The BoE said inflation was set to reach around 8% in April -almost a percentage point higher than it forecast last month - and warned it could peak even

higher later in the year. Energy bills, exacerbated by the conflict in Ukraine, are likely to jump in the autumn when regulated tariffs are reset, on top of a 50% rise coming

next month. But policymakers pushed back against investors' bets that Bank Rate will rise sharply to around 2% by the end of this year, toning down its language on the

need for more hikes.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS – INTERNATIONAL

The Federal Reserve raised interest rates for the first time since 2018 and laid out an aggressive plan to push borrowing costs to restrictive levels next year in a pivot from

battling the coronavirus pandemic to countering the economic risks posed by excessive inflation and the war in Ukraine. The U.S. central bank's Federal Open Market

Committee kicked off the move to tighten monetary policy with a quarter-percentage-point increase in the target federal funds rate, lifting that key benchmark from the

current near-zero level in a step that will ripple through a variety of other rates charged to consumers and businesses. But more notably, new Fed projections showed

policymakers ready to shift their inflation fight into high gear, with one policymaker, St. Louis Fed President James Bullard, dissenting in favor of an even more aggressive

approach. Most policymakers now see the federal funds rate rising to a range between 1.75% and 2% by the end of 2022, the equivalent of a quarter-percentage-point rate

increase at each of the Fed's six remaining policy meetings this year.

The euro zone's trade balance was in deficit for the third consecutive month in January as surging energy prices led to a sharp increase in the value of imports, even before

the Russian invasion of Ukraine prompted further price spikes. Eurostat said the non-adjusted trade deficit of the 19 countries sharing the euro was 27.2 billion euros ($30.1

billion) compared with a 10.7-billion-euro surplus a year earlier in January 2021. Payments for imports jumped by 44.3% year-on-year, while revenues from exports grew by

only 18.9%. It was the third consecutive month of deficit and a more substantial shortfall than in the previous two months. Data for the whole 27-nation European Union

showed the cost of energy product imports more than doubled in January from a year earlier, with marked increases also for imports of other raw materials, chemicals and

machinery. The EU's trade deficits with energy supplier Russia more than doubled to 11.9 billion euros and with Norway grew from just 0.1 billion euros a year earlier to 5.8

billion euros. 

Japan's core machinery orders slipped for the first time in five months in January, a worrying sign for an economy already facing heightened pressure from the Ukraine war

and high energy and raw material prices. The decline in core orders hurts hopes that a pickup in business spending will support private demand in the world's third-largest

economy as firms struggle with surging input prices, a chip shortage and supply disruptions. Core orders, a highly volatile data series regarded as an indicator of capital

spending in the coming six to nine months, contracted 2.0% in January from December, posting their first drop in five months, the Cabinet Office data showed. It was largely

in line with economists' median estimate of a 2.2% contraction and followed a 3.1% jump in the previous month. Japanese firms could delay spending plans due to higher

commodity and transportation costs that are sending wholesale inflation soaring and squeezing corporate margins.

The European Central Bank has given itself "extra space" between the planned end of its money-printing programme this summer and the first interest rate hike in more

than a decade, ECB President Christine Lagarde said. Investors were ramping up their bets on higher ECB rates after the Federal Reserve raised the cost of borrowing,

tightening its stance for the first time since the start of the coronavirus pandemic and despite uncertainty stemming from Russia's invasion of Ukraine. Central banks

worldwide have been caught on the hop by a surge in inflation, which hit 5.9% in the 19-nation euro zone last month after spending most of the last decade below the ECB's

2% target. But, in a repeat of last week's message, Lagarde said that any increase in the ECB's policy rate will be gradual and come only "some time" after its bond-buying

programme, which should happen in the third quarter of the year barring more financial turmoil.
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